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Coexistence of polarization and resistance-switching characteristics in single compounds has been long
inspired scientific and technological interests. Here, we report the non-volatile resistance change in
noncentrosymmetric compounds investigated by using defect nanotechnology and contact engineering.
Using a noncentrosymmetric material of ZnO as example, we first transformed ZnO into high resistance
state. Then ZnO electrical polarization was probed and its domains polarized 1806 along the [001]-axis with
long-lasting memory effect (.25 hours). Based on our experimental observations, we have developed a
vacancy-mediated pseudoferroelectricity model. Our first-principle calculations propose that vacancy
defects initiate a spontaneous inverted domains nucleation at grain boundaries, and then they grow in the
presence of an electrical field. The propagation of inverted domains follows the scanning tip motion under
applied electrical field, leading to the growth of polarized domains over large areas.

O
n the road towards higher memory density and computer performance, a significant improvement in
energy efficiency constitutes the dominant goal in future materials studies. The materials with resistance
switching1 behavior or ferroelectricity2 have been widely studied for their nonvolatile memory applica-

tions. The resistance switching (Fig. 1b) signifies a dramatic change in resistance under current-limited electrical
field modulation1. The system in low resistance state (LRS) is switched by the threshold voltage into high
resistance state (HRS) and vice versa, elucidating the properties of resistance random access memory
(RRAM). Many oxide materials, including ZnO3, have shown resistance switching behavior. Possible explana-
tions for the switching behavior include oxygen ion/vacancy migration4 and formation/annihilation at the metal/
oxide interface5, anion migration-induced redox switching1, phase changes in thin film6, and the electron-spin
degree of freedom for semiconductor/half metal junctions7.

On the other hand, ferroelectricity is a cooperative phenomenon that enables the electrical polarization
switching (up/down) under an applied electrical field with a negligible current flow. Interestingly, there are
number of materials (e.g. ZnO, GaN, BeO, etc) appear naturally as noncentrosymmetric polar structure. These
materials consist of bilayers of alternating positively and negatively charged ions, leading to a spontaneous
polarization theoretically8,9. Due to inevitable existence of intrinsic defects and intentional doping, it is essential
to take doping effects into consideration when studying spontaneous polarization in such materials. Several
experiments have been designed to probe the polarization switching and ferroelectric-like behavior in doped ZnO
and GaN10–13. Tagantesev proposed that the ferroelectric-like phenomena in doped ZnO are compatible with
Landau model and it is classified as ‘‘pseudoferroelectric’’ or ‘‘pseudoferroelectricity’’14. However, the physical
origin of the ferroelectric-like behavior in noncentrosymmetric compound is under vociferous debate. One of the
rankling obstacles is the insufficient insulating property in these noncentrosymmetric compounds which has
hindered the ferroelectric measurement because the applied electric field is screened by conduction electrons. In
addition, physical fundamental of polarization switching and/or the formation of inverse ferroelectric domain /
domain propagation need to be established.

Tapping into the intriguing properties of polarization and resistance switching in noncentrosymmetric com-
pounds, it is technologically desirable to develop a single material that coexistence of resistance and polarization
switching properties. With such materials system, one can probe its polarization switching behavior, when the
sample is in the high resistance regime. Here, we demonstrate the hybrid switching (polarization and resistance
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switching) characteristic based on noncentrosymmetric compounds.
The proposed structure is made of a noncentrosymmetric oxide film
(ZnO in our case), sandwiched by a top and a bottom electrode
(Fig. 1a). The resistance state of the noncentrosymmetric materials
can be toggled between the low resistance state (LRS) and high res-
istance state (HRS) via electrical field stimulus (Fig. 1b & Fig. 2).
Specifically, transformation from the LRS (HRS) to the HRS (LRS)
of the noncentrosymmetric oxide film occurs via the SET (RESET)
operation, when applied voltage exceeds Vth,RESET (Vth,SET). Once in
the HRS regime, one can apply the electrical field across the noncen-
trosymmetric oxide film and study the polarization switching beha-
vior (Fig. 3). Here by ‘switching’, we refer to the reversal of the dipole
moment in the crystal and subsequent retention of the polarization
after the electrical field is removed. The ferroelectric-like domains in
the noncentrosymmetric crystal can be polarized upward or down-
ward in accordance to the direction of the electrical field.

Among the noncentrosymmetric compounds, zinc oxide (ZnO)
has been widely studied for its resistance switching15,16 and various
switching mechanisms have been proposed1,3–7. Ferroelectric-like11–13

characteristics has been reported in doped-ZnO. Furthermore, ZnO
is a material of technological importance due to its unique combina-
tion of piezoelectric, conductive, and optical properties17. ZnO is
made up of alternative layers of Zn21 and O22 ions stacked in the
[001]-direction, forming the Zn-O bilayers (Figs. 4a–c). Each bilayer
is stacked on top of another bilayer in the [001]-direction, in the
stacking sequence …AaBbAaBb…., forming a hexagonal close-
packed structure. Within each bilayer, there exists a spontaneous
polarization due to the net electric dipole moment pointing from
O22 to Zn21. In this work, we demonstrate the non-volatile polariza-
tion / resistance switching effect in ZnO via a control of defect nano-
technology and contact engineering (ZnO/Pt). In addition to
extensive experimental examinations, modelling and first-principles
simulation were carried out to understand the physical origin of
ferroelectric-like behaviour in ZnO. Our computational studies indi-
cate that oxygen vacancies (VO) play a key role in polarization
switching. With the assistance of oxygen vacancies (VO), ferroelectric
domain inversion initialises along 1�10ð Þ grain boundary; the polarity

of Zn and O atoms at adjoining position is inverted under an elec-
trical field. More strikingly, these inverted domains can easily spread
horizontally (in-plane) over a large area with a low energy barrier
along an electrical field direction.

Results
To prove the concept of ZnO based hybrid memory, a series of ZnO
films (nominal thickness ,250 nm) was deposited on various bot-
tom electrodes (Pt, Au, ITO, etc) by pulsed laser deposition tech-
nique (PLD) at a temperature between 30uC (room temperature) and
600uC under an oxygen partial pressure (Po) of ,0.2 mTorr (see
Methods). All samples exhibit n-type semiconductivity with rela-
tively high carrier concentration (see Supplementary Information,
Table S1). Figure 1c shows a predominated c-axis (002) texture for
400uC and 600uC prepared ZnO films, corresponding to the ZnO
wurtzite structure. It is noted that poor crystallinity was observed in
films deposited at 30uC. After experimenting with different depos-
ition temperatures and various substrates, we realized that optimum
ZnO microstructure can be achieved at deposition temperature
between 200uC and 400uC. The Pt substrate provides the better
structural and resistance switching properties. The representative
samples – ZnO on Pt electrode deposited at 400uC with a thickness
of 250 nm were used for a detailed investigation. Figure 2 shows the
local resistance switching of ZnO/Pt deposited at 400uC, as deter-
mined by conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM). The cyclic
poling (0 VR7 VR28 VR7 V) was performed on the ZnO film
over an area of (535 mm2) and the corresponding C-AFM images at
specific points are displayed in Figs. 2a–g. The average current of
each C-AFM image was determined by a commercial software
(IGOR Pro 6) and its current density as a function of applied voltage
(J–V) is shown in Fig. 2h. The current starts to ramp up at ,4V and
reaches its compliance limit (10 nA) in the range of 5–6 V. Above
6 V, the film possesses high current density with low resistance
(LRS). In contrast, the film transforms to the high resistance state
(HRS) with negligible current flow after application of 26 V (RESET
occurs). We noted that there is a negligible current flow across the
film even when a higher voltage of 28 V is applied after RESET

Figure 1 | The conceptual resistance switching of noncentrosymmetric compounds and ZnO structural properties. (a) The schematic diagram of ZnO

hybrid switching structure, sandwiched by a top and a bottom electrode. (b) The classical resistance switching characteristic of the ZnO

noncentrosymmetric materials. The resistance of noncentrosymmetric materials can be toggled between the low resistance state (LRS) and high resistance

state (HRS) via electrical field stimulus. The SET (RESET) operation transform the HRS (LRS) of ZnO into LRS (HRS) when an applied voltage exceeds

Vth,SET (Vth,RESET). In the HRS regime, one can apply the electrical field across the sample and the polarization switching behavior can be studied.

(c) Temperature dependence x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of ZnO on Pt bottom electrode. The ZnO crystallinity improves with an increase of

substrate temperature. Pronounced (002) peaks was observed for samples deposited at 400uC and 600uC, respectively. A highly disordered amorphous-

like structural of ZnO film was obtained for the samples prepared at the low deposition temperature of 30uC.
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operation. This resistance switching phenomenon is repeatable in
other regions of the samples as well as other samples (x3). In fact,
the observed bipolar resistance switching is consistent with previous
experimental results3,18. In the ZnO films being studied, the HRS
regime ranged from 28 V to 14 V after the RESET operation at
26 V (Fig. 2h). To confirm the Pt tip working condition, the Pt tip
condition was checked after each SETRRESETRSET cyclic scan-
ning. The similar 1 V C-AFM images were obtained after each SET
operation as compared to its initial 1 V C-AFM image (reference),
confirming the Pt tip was in good working mode before and after C-
AFM measurement (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S1).

To study the involvement of the polarization switching, piezore-
sponse force microscope (PFM) measurements were carried out
(Fig. 3). It is noted that the electrical field of PFM machine was applied
to the tip with respective to substrate grounding, which is opposite
to the C-AFM measurement described previously. Conversely, the
applied voltage of the C-AFM is applied on substrate with Pt tip
grounding. Thus, a positive bias in PFM corresponds to a negative
bias in C-AFM and vice versa. To evaluate the effectiveness of HRS
regime under PFM setup, we have examined the polarization switch-
ing of the ZnO film deposited on Pt electrode at 400uC by PFM system
(Fig. 3). Our PFM results have shown that an applied voltage range
between 16 V and 23 V is sufficient for the polarization switching

investigation with high reproducibility. Therefore, a poling voltage
range of 16 V and 23 V was used in the PFM experiments and most
of PFM discussions below are based on these poling voltages.

Prior to PFM analysis, the ZnO samples were transformed into the
HRS regime using the method described above (Fig. 2h). Then using
the conductive Pt tip, the high resistive ZnO film was poled by 23 V
(Fig. 3a) and 16 V (Fig. 3c), respectively over an area of 5.535 mm2.
A remarkable contrast between the unpoled and poled region was
observed. The poling results reveal the flipping of domains to upward
(downward) direction under the application of a negative (positive)
voltage, indicating upward (downward) polarization has been writ-
ten in the ZnO film. It is also noted that most of the domains were
pointing upward at its initial (unpoled) state (see Supplementary
Information, Fig. S2b). The corresponding PFM amplitude image
(see Supplementary Information, Fig. S2f) depicts volume expansion
after negative and positive poling, as supported by amplitude hyster-
esis loops (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S2g). It is noted that
electrical poling has insignificant effect on the surface topography
(see Supplementary Information, Fig. S2d), reflecting the film surface
is not damaged after poling. More importantly, the polarization in
these domains can be manipulated by an electrical field. A remark-
able alternative stripes with clear contrast was appeared after a
subsequent 16 V poling on top of existing 23 V poling pattern
(Fig. 3b). The prominent PFM phase contrast difference (,180u)
between negatively and positively poled regimes is an indication to
ZnO pseudoferroelectricity at room temperature. It is worthwhile to
highlight that the PFM poling effect is sensitive to its poling condi-
tions (see Method).

To get further insight into the polarization sustainability (reten-
tion time), the time dependence PFM imaging was performed.
The ZnO film was first poled by 16 V, which resulted in a remark-
able dark contrast (downward polarization) as shown in Fig. 3c.
Then PFM images were taken after 2 hours (see Supplementary
Information, Fig. S3c) and 25 hours (Fig. 3d) of poling respectively,
both images elucidate the prominent contrast difference between
poled and unpoled regimes. Taking PFM images obtained after
2 hours of poling as a reference, statistical results show that more
than 90% of polarised domains retained their polarization after
25 hours (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S3e). This long-
lasting PFM phase contrast in the high resistive ZnO film excludes
the charging effect as a possible origin19. To further investigate the
origin of polarization, the sample was re-scanned after the removal of
surface static charge by static-removal device. An insignificant
change in PFM phase contrast was found after the surface static
charge removal process (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S4).
Furthermore, the ground tip scanning experiment was carried out.
The polarization of ZnO has been retained after the ground tip
scanning across the poled regimes. These observations essentially
rule out the role of charging effect in the polarization switching study.

To further probe the polarization switching phenomenon in ZnO,
we performed Piezoresponse Force Spectroscopy (PFS) measure-
ment20 (see Methods). Figure 3e shows the voltage dependence of
phase hysteresis loop with phase difference of 180u, which is coherent
with PFM phase images. A ‘‘butterfly shape’’ piezoresponse ampli-
tude signal was clearly seen in Fig. 3f. It is noted that the amplitude
becoming unstable with reduction in its magnitude beyond 6 V and
24 V. Such a phenomenon may be associated to the high current
flow in the film that is detrimental to the piezoresponse of ZnO.
These PFS hysteresis loops were highly reproducible, as evidenced
by our repetitive switching analysis (see Supplementary Information,
Fig. S2g and 2h). The concomitant observation of the PFS loops with
180u phase change and ‘‘butterfly shape’’ piezoresponse signals in the
high resistive ZnO films attest their polarization switching and pseu-
doferroelectricity character at room temperature.

Furthermore, we have studied the polarization switching of the
ZnO samples deposited at various temperatures. The thickness of

Figure 2 | The resistance switching characteristic of ZnO by conductive
atomic force microscope (C-AFM) analysis. (a–g) Using a conducting Pt

tip, a cyclic poling (0 VR7 VR-8 VR7 V) was performed on ZnO films

(535 mm2) and C-AFM images were captured. The average current of each

C-AFM image was analysed by commercial software (IGOR Pro 6) and its

current density is plotted in h as function of applied voltage. Apparently,

two distinct regimes (LRS and HRS) were observed. Above 6 V, the film

possesses high current density with low resistance state (LRS). In contrast,

the film transforms to high resistance state (HRS) with negligible current

flow after application of 26 V. The film retains its HRS state between

26 V to 14 V and this regime is particular important for its polarization

switching study. It is noted that voltage is applied to the Pt substrate with

tip grounding based on our C-AFM configuration.
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ZnO was kept constant at 250 nm. It was found that ZnO deposited
at 400uC on Pt electrode exhibited a uniform and stable polarization
switching (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S5b). In stark con-
trast, the ZnO film deposited at room temperature (30uC) shows a
very poor electric poling response (see Supplementary Information,
Fig. S5a). Similarly, the sample deposited at the higher temperature
of 600uC does not show a uniform polarization switching (see
Supplementary Information, Fig. S5c). The corresponding enlarged
view shows that most dark areas (polarized areas) are concentrated
along grain boundaries (see Supplementary Information, insert of
Fig. S5c). Figure S6a (see Supplementary Information) shows the
statistical distribution of polarized area (see Method) of ZnO film
deposited at various temperature, as poled by 16 V over region of
5 mm2. Three district polarization regimes were identified. Appa-
rently, ZnO films deposited at 200, 300 and 400uC (Regime II)
exhibit the strongest polarization with .90% polarizable domains
(see Supplementary Information, Fig. S6a). It is noted that these films
were well-crystallized with a (002) texture (Fig. 1c) and grain sizes
around 50 nm, as seen by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
analysis. In contrast, weak polarization was detected in the samples
deposited at lower temperature (30uC to 100uC; Regime I) and higher
temperature (500uC to 600uC; Regime III).

To have a clearer picture, we examined the resistivity switching
and micro-structural properties of ZnO deposited at 30uC and 600uC,
respectively. The ZnO samples deposited at 30uC do not exhibit a
high resistance state (HRS) (see Supplementary Information, Fig.
S7a) due to high current leakage at high voltage regime. The nature
of low resistance and high electron concentration (831019 cm23) of
30uC prepared ZnO (see Supplementary Information, Table S1) sup-
pressed the effectiveness of an electric field applies onto the samples,
leading to weak pseudoferroelectricity. The microstructure analysis of
30uC prepared film by TEM reveals an amorphous with highly dis-
ordered structure (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S6b), which
is consistent with our XRD data (Fig. 1c).

On the other hand, the ZnO deposited at 600uC possesses a reas-
onably good high resistance state (HRS) after the RESET operation of
25 V in negative voltage regime (see Supplementary Information,

Fig. S7b). However, the HRS characteristic failed to expend into the
positive voltage regime. A relatively large leakage current was
observed when applied voltage exceeded 11 V. We noted that these
samples exhibited superior structural properties with larger grain
size (150 nm to 200 nm) and sharp interface between neighboring
grains (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S6c). To further exam-
ine its microstructure, we performed the AFM and C-AFM imaging
of 600uC prepared ZnO films. By proper reconstructing the AFM and
C-AFM images (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S7c & d), we
found that the film was rather leaky and most of current leaking areas
(white areas) were located near the grain boundaries. Such leaky
phenomenon lead to incomplete and weak polarization for the
600uC prepared ZnO samples. This is because parts of grain bound-
aries do not response to the applied electrical field due to the electron
screening effect. These results seems to imply that large grain size is
not favorable for polarization switching in ZnO whereas a nanocrys-
talline structure (,50 nm for 400uC prepared samples) is desirable
for pseudoferroelectricity in ZnO.

Moreover, we have studied the thickness dependence pseudofer-
roelectricity of ZnO, down to 15 nm. All the films were deposited at
400uC. The thinner films were found to exhibit higher percentage of
switchable domains (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S11a).
In particular, the ZnO films with 15 nm and 30 nm thick have nearly
100% of the polarizable domains. The polarization of thicker
films (. 500 nm) with larger grain size (.100 nm) displayed wea-
kened pseudoferroelectricity. These results further confirm the
importance of nanocrystalline structure in the realization of ZnO
pseudoferroelectricity.

Since polarization switching is impossible in perfect ZnO crystal
(see Supplementary Information, Section B and Fig. S9), defects are
expected to play a critical role in polarization switching and pseudo-
ferroelectricity. Native defects such as oxygen vacancies (VO) are
commonly observed in n-type ZnO. The presence of VO in our films
is further supported by the appearance of broad E1(LO) peak
(,587 cm21) in the Raman spectrum and detection of green emis-
sion (centred at ,500 nm) in photoluminescence analysis (see
Supplementary Information, Fig. S8).

Figure 3 | Direct evidence of polarization switching and pseudoferroelectric properties of ZnO on Pt electrode. Using a conducting Pt tip, the

polarization switching of ZnO is studied by PFM technique. (a) The PFM phase images of ZnO (10310 mm2) after application 23 V over region of

5.535 mm2 (red dotted regime). (b) A remarkable alternating stripes (5.532.5 mm2) is seen after subsequent 16 V poling on top of the existing 23 V

poling pattern, elucidating the 180u phase change and it is supported by (e) PFM phase hysteresis loop. The corresponding piezoresponse signal of ZnO

shown in f depicts the ‘‘butterfly shape’’. It is noted that the amplitude loop getting unstable with reduction in magnitude above 6 V and 24 V. (c,d) The

polarization retention time study, showing majority of polarization are retained after 25 hours. It is noted that voltage is applied to tip with substrate

grounding based on our PFM configuration.
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To understand the underlying mechanism of polarization
switching in ZnO, we carried out first-principles simulation. It
is recalled that our experimental results have shown the import-
ance of the nanocrystalline structure and VO towards ZnO pseu-
doferroelectricity. In addition, the results suggest that polarization
switching is initiated at grain boundaries. Taking all experimental
observations into consideration, we performed extensive modeling
and first-principles calculations based on the Density Functional
Theory (DFT) as implemented in the Vienna ab-initio simulation
package (VASP) (See Methods). Accordance to our experimental
observations that ZnO possesses a predominant (002) texture and
most of the domain walls are perpendicular to the film, thus we
modeled the domain wall with the 1�10ð Þ plane. It is perpendi-
cular to the (002) plane and is commonly present in ZnO sys-
tem21,22. The 1�10ð Þ is also known as the m-plane for wurtzite ZnO
and is symmetrically equivalent to and representative of a family
of domain boundaries, including �110ð Þ, (010), (100), 0�10ð Þ and
�100ð Þ22,23.

Specifically, a twin boundary (Fig. 4c) was used to model the grain
boundary structure as it was found to have a low formation energy of
0.06 eV/Å2. The formation energy of an oxygen vacancy (VO) at the
grain boundary was first evaluated and compared to that in bulk
ZnO. The results signify a thermodynamic preference of oxygen
vacancy to form at the grain boundary because its formation energy
at the grain boundary is always lower than that in bulk by about
0.44 eV (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S10). Subsequently,

we carried out modeling and calculations to investigate the pseudo-
ferroelectricity in ZnO in three key steps. First, a three-dimensional
(3D) ZnO inversion domain model was developed and evaluated.
Second, the switching mechanism of inverted domains along the
1�10ð Þ boundary was studied. Finally, the propagation of ZnO pseu-

doferroelectric domains over large areas via domain wall movement
was evaluated.

ZnO unit cell possesses a spontaneous electric dipole moment and
its orientation is along the [001]-direction as shown in Fig. 4b.
Certainly, such an electric dipole moment is not the same as that
in typical ferroelectric materials, such as BaTiO3, in which polariza-
tion switching is realized by the movement of the smaller Ti cations
about off-center position23. Therefore, the ferroelectric-like beha-
viour found in ZnO is termed as ‘‘pseudoferroelectricity’’. Our
experimental results showed that the ZnO film is highly textured
in the predominant [001]-direction (Fig. 1c) and a scanning PFM
tip can polarize ZnO upwards in the [001]-direction or downwards
in the [00�1]-direction. ZnO can thus be said to adopt either of the two
orientational states (Fig. 4d): upwards or downwards. In between two
oppositely polarized domains, an inversion domain wall (IDW*)
exists and its structure has been previously proposed21,24. Our cal-
culation confirms that an inversion domain wall as shown in Fig. 4d
has a formation energy of 0.01 eV/Å2. Figures 4d and 4e mark out the
ZnO dipole moments polarized upwards in the [001]-direction and
downwards in the [00�1]-direction and separated by an inversion
domain wall (IDW*).

Figure 4 | The atomistic model of wurtzite ZnO, a twin grain boundary and an inversion domain wall (IDW*). (a) ZnO unit cell, including the

tetrahedral-coordination between Zn and its neighboring O. (b) ZnO has a noncentrosymmetric crystal structure that is made up of alternate layers of

positive and negative ions, leading to spontaneous polarization~P. The pseudoferroelectric switching involves the reversal of these dipole moments. (c) A

low-energy twin 1�10ð Þ boundary that was used to model the grain boundary. (d) A 3D representation of the domain wall in the 1�10ð Þ plane, separating two

oppositely-polarised ZnO domains. (e) The corresponding 2D representation of d.
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Figure 5 | Outline of pseudoferroelectric domain nucleation, propagation and growth. (a–d) Nucleation of a pseudoferroelectric domain at a ZnO 1�10ð Þ
boundary. (a) Due to the presence of the VO, the Zn atom above lost its bonding to the missing oxygen. (b) Under an electric field, the positively charged Zn ion

moves up in the vertical direction (c), the polarity of Zn and O atoms at the adjoining position is then inverted and the inversion spreads vertically along the

boundary rapidly, leaving a trail of inversion ferroelectric domain in its wake and forming an inversion domain wall (IDW*) along the grain boundary. (d) In

the presence of an external electric field, Zn21 and O22 at the IDW* experience an electric force and are displaced in opposite directions by 0.5Å, relieving the

strain in its four-membered ring forming an IDW**. (e–g) The propagation of pseudoferroelectric domain wall from left to right in the presence of an external

electric field. (e) An electric force on Zn21 and O22 at the IDW** once again displaces Zn21 and O22 in opposite directions by about 0.5 Å, regenerating an

IDW*. (e–g) Propagation of the inversion domains wall in the sequence ??? IDW* R IDW** R IDW* ??? (h) Energy profile of the nucleation and propagation

of the pseudoferroelectric domain. The dotted arrows represent the displacement direction of Zn and O atoms under application of electrical field.
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Similar to classic ferroelectric materials, one can expect the polar-
ization switching in ZnO to be initiated by the formation of the very
first inverse domain wall followed by the spreading of the inversion
domain to complete the depolarization via domain wall propagation.
Thus, we have performed a careful study on the formation of an
inverse pseudoferroelectric domain. It is found that inverse domain
cannot be formed in perfect ZnO crystal because the energy barrier
of ion diffusion is too high (over 5 eV per Zn-O pair). The details
ZnO pseudoferroelectric evaluation are available in Section B of
Supplementary Information, Fig. S9. Therefore, we considered a
more realistic scenario – the polarization in ZnO is assisted by VO

defects as VO is abundant in the ZnO samples, as evidenced by
Raman, PL and Hall-effect measurements.

Since our first-principles calculations indicated that VO is more
likely to form at grain boundaries (see Supplementary Information,
Fig. S10), we developed a model that involves the nucleation of
an inversion domain along the grain boundary assisted by VO.
Figures 5a–d show a schematic representation of the nucleation pro-
cess of a pseudoferroelectric domain which is induced by VO at the
1�10ð Þ boundary. Due to the presence of the VO, the Zn atom above

lost its bonding to the missing oxygen (Fig. 5a). Under the applied
electric field, the positively charged Zn ion moves up in the vertical
direction (Fig. 5b). The polarity of Zn and O atoms at adjoining
position is then inverted and the inversion spreads vertically along
the boundary rapidly, leaving a trail of inverted pseudoferroelectric
domain in its wake and forming an inversion domain wall (IDW*)
along the grain boundary (Fig. 5c).

Next, we will evaluate the propagation of inversion domains wall
over large area. Once an inversion domain is formed, it can propagate
easily and laterally in the direction of the scanning tip under the
presence of electrical field. Due to the external electric field applied
in the [001]-direction, Zn21 and O22 at the inversion domain wall
(IDW*) experience an electric force (Fig. 5c) and are displaced in
opposite directions by about 0.5 Å in response to the applied field
(Fig. 5d). This relieves the strain in its four-membered ring while
forming another four-membered ring at a new boundary structure,
denoted here as IDW** (Fig. 5d). IDW** is structurally similar to
IDW*, except for the minor displacement of Zn-O pairs as described
above. Upon formation of this new intermediate boundary structure
IDW**, the domain wall has propagated in that same direction
(IDW* R IDW**) (Fig. 5c R Fig. 5d). In the energy profile
(Fig. 5h), we see that this configuration corresponds to a local energy
minimum. The nucleation of inversion domain under an applied
electrical field has a low energy barrier of ,0.2 eV per Zn-O pair.

Sustained application of an electric field in the scanning direction
then causes the inversion domain wall to propagate. Zn21 and O22 at
the IDW** experience an electric force (Fig. 5d), once again displa-
cing Zn21 and O22 in opposite directions by about 0.5 Å (Fig. 5e).
This similarly relieves the strain in the 4-membered ring at the
IDW** and re-forms an IDW* in the propagation direction
(IDW** R IDW*) (Fig. 5d R Fig. 5e), driving the propagation
further. Subsequently, the inversion domains wall propagates con-
tinuously in the sequence ??? IDW* R IDW** R IDW* ??? (Fig. 5e
R Fig. 5g), which is facilitated by the cyclic relief of strain in four-
membered rings. In response to the electric field, the pseudoferro-
electric domain is polarized in the direction parallel to the applied
field and grows in size. As the PFM tip scans across the (001)-plane,
the domain wall propagates continuously, switching electric dipoles
along the way, until it meets another wall. Two neighboring pseudo-
ferroelectric domains then coalesce to form one larger domain. As
shown in Fig. 5h, the largest propagation barrier is only ,0.1 eV per
Zn-O pair.

Discussion
As discussed above, our experimental results indicate that grain size
plays an important role in ZnO pseudoferroelectricity. Smaller grain

size enables an effective polarization switching, while larger grain size
is accompanied by a partial polarization switching with a significant
leakage current (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S7b). Ana-
logy to the concept of single domain particle size in ferromagnetic
materials24, we could obtain the value around 25 nm for ‘‘single
domain pseudoferroelectric ZnO particle’’ based on the minimiza-
tion of domain wall energy and dielectric field energy. This theor-
etical grain size is closer to the experimental grain size (,50 nm) of
ZnO film that prepared at a temperature range of 200–400uC. The
formation ability of domain wall with grain size is also estimated
based on 1st principle calculations. It is found that domain wall could
occur spontaneously at room temperature in the grain with size
larger than 25 nm. The density-of-state (DOS) of ZnO with a
domain wall structures suggest that domain walls have a high con-
ductivity (metal-like transport properties), as the Fermi level lies in
the conduction band. That explain why large grain size is not favour-
able for polarization switching due to spontaneously formation of
conductive domain wall. It is in agreement with the experiment
observations that current leakage is located near the grain boundary
(see Supplementary Information, Fig. S7d). In fact, our result is
consistent with the classic ferroelectric materials that possess higher
conductivity in the domain wall25. The domain wall conductivity in a
ferroelectric materials has been shown via numerical calculation
previously26. Such conductive domains wall leads to weakened pseu-
doferroelectricity in the ZnO sample with a larger grain size.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated room temperature non-
volatile polarization and resistance switching in ZnO via a deter-
ministic control of the oxygen vacancies, carrier concentration,
nano-grain structure, grain boundaries and contact engineering.
The pronounced resistance switching behaviors (low resistance state
(LRS) « high resistance state (HRS)) was observed in ZnO films
prepared at 400uC with its average grains size of 50 nm. In the HRS
regime, ZnO domains can be polarized with 180u phase switching
along the [001] axis by an electrical field. The polarization was long-
lasting (more than 25 hours) and ferroelectric domains could be
written and erased repetitively. An oxygen vacancy (VO) mediated
pseudoferroelectricity model is proposed to explain satisfactorily the
nucleation and propagation of inversed domain. Based on this
model, polarization switching initiates at the inversion domain
boundaries (IDW*) in the presence of VO, such that the Zn-O polar-
ity is inverted along the 1�10ð Þ boundary under an applied electric
field. The nucleation of inversion domain under an applied elec-
trical field has a low energy barrier of ,0.2 eV per Zn-O pair.
With a mutual complement of the spontaneous domains nucleation
and propagation, Zn21 and O22 ionic pair with an energy barrier of
0.1 eV will migrate and switch along the direction of the applied
electric field, leading to the growth of inverted domains over a large
area. This accomplishment offers exciting opportunities for the fab-
rication of ZnO multiple bits information storage that is compatible
with today’s silicon technology.

Methods
Films preparation and characterizations. ZnO powders (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich)
are used in the present study to make an undoped ZnO pallet, then it was sintered at
1000uC for 12 hours to obtain ZnO target. We have carried out an extensive
parameters optimization to obtain superior crystalline ZnO films with a prominent c-
axis (002) texture (Fig. 1c). With these optimum conditions, a series of ZnO films with
a nominal thickness of 250 nm was prepared on Pt bottom electrode by pulsed laser
deposition (PLD) using a KrF excimer laser operating at 248 nm and a fluence of
1.8 J cm22, ranging from room temperature (30uC) to 600uC under oxygen partial
pressure of 0.2 mTorr. Our study shows that ZnO crystallinity and structural
properties are sensitive to deposition temperature. The low temperature (,200uC)
deposited ZnO films possessed the amorphous-like structure. To have an in-depth
understanding of ZnO ferroelectricity, we carried out the thickness dependence
study. A series of ZnO film with various thicknesses was deposited on the platinum
(Pt) bottom electrode (ZnO deposited on Pt/Ti/Si/SiO2 substrate) under oxygen
partial pressure of 0.2 mTorr at 400uC, ranging from 15 nm to 600 nm. The
structural properties improved with an increase film thickness, but degradation in
pseudoferroelectricity. To obtain uniform oxygen distribution across the films, the
samples were kept at identical deposition temperature and oxygen partial pressure for
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,30 mins prior to cooling down. Then the samples were slowly cooled down to room
temperature under oxygen ambient (partial pressure ,0.2 mtorr). It is worthwhile to
highlight that all the samples were sealed by parafilm immediately after the deposition
and kept in a dry box, in order to avoid oxidation.

The structural properties of the samples were studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD;
Briker AXS D8 Advance), TEM (Joel, JEM 2010F) and Raman spectroscopy (LabRam
HR 800). The green emission was analyzed by the integrated photoluminescence
system (JY-Horiba, FluoroLog-3 spectrofluorometer) under excitation of 325 nm
He-Cd laser source (30 mW).

Resistance switching analysis. The local resistance switching behaviors were
investigated by conductive atomic force microscope (Asylum Research), using a
commercially available Pt-coated tips. Conductive Pt tips (AC240TM Olympus,
Japan) with 15 nm tip radius, 2 N/m stiffness and its resonance frequency of 70 kHz
was used. The commercial software (IGOR PRO 6.12A) together with the Asylum
Research code (version 090909-1214) was used to get the average current distribution
of C-AFM image. An average current density as function of voltage is plotted.

Pseudoferroelectric properties. A commercial vertical Piezoresponse force
microscopy (VPFM, MFP-3D, Asylum Research, USA) is used to characterize the
ferroelectric and local switching behaviours of ZnO film. Conductive tips (AC240TM,
Electric-Lever, Olympus, Japan) with 15 nm tip radius, 2 N/m stiffness and its
resonance frequency of 70 kHz was used. It is worthwhile to highlight that the poling
process is sensitive to scan speed, poling voltage, and the contact between the tip and
ZnO film. Thus, extensive optimizations have been performed to get the reliable and
best PFM images. For the dc poling, a line scanning method with a scanning speed of
12.5 mm/s, response drive amplitude of 1 V, set point of 0.6 V and frequency of 1 Hz
frequency was employed. Furthermore, poling effect is depended on the tip Pt coating
quality. The Pt tip with a resonant frequency ,70 kHz and work function difference
of ,500 mV (between ZnO and Pt tips, as determined by Kelvin Probe Force
Microscopy (KPFM) technique) always offers good poling results. It is also noted that
samples oxidation may affect the PFM analysis, thus all the samples were sealed and
kept in the dry box immediately after the deposition.

In Piezoresponse Force Spectroscopy (PFS)20 investigation, a sine-like triangular
waveform that carried a sequence of square waves with its frequency of 400 mHz was
applied to the tip. The remnant bias-induced polarization is acquired at every pulse
between the adjacent voltage steps when the bias is stepped back to zero.

The commercial software (IGOR PRO 6.12A) together with the Asylum Research
code (version 090909-1214) was used to get the statistical distribution of switched
domains. This operating system captures the PFM scanned information (such as
piezoresponse, polarization, etc.) of each pixel. This information can be further used
for the statistic distribution calculation.

First-principles calculation and modeling. To model the ferroelectric phase
transition, we carry out first-principles calculations based on the Density Functional
Theory (DFT) as implemented in the Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP).
Exchange and correlation effects were incorporated within the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA), using the Perdew-Wang 91 (PW91) functional27. Vosko-
Wilk-Nusair interpolation28 was used for the correlation part of the exchange
correlation functional. Interaction between ions and electrons was described using
the projector augmented wave method29. Cutoff energy was set at 400 eV for the
plane-wave basis. In all calculations, self-consistency was achieved with accuracy of at
least 1023 and 1024 eV for the ionic and electronic loops respectively. All k points were
generated using C-centered grids based on the Monkhorst-Pack scheme30. The
geometry of each periodic supercell has been optimized based on the perfect supercell.

For computational convenience, the primitive ZnO unit cell was redefined such
that for the new basic unit, the a-axis now lies in the original 1�10½ �-direction while the
b-axis lies in the original [110]-direction. This new basic unit has an orthorhombic
crystal lattice that is twice the volume of the primitive hexagonal crystal lattice. The
positions of the ions in the crystal are not changed. The pseudoferroelectric domain
walls were modeled using a supercell consisting of two identical 180u 1�10ð Þ domain
walls. The two 180u 1�10ð Þ domain walls were separated by 11 bilayers (31.3 Å). The
model was a 62.6Å 3 33Å 3 5.3Å supercell and the k points were generated with a 1 3

8 3 5 grid. Initial atomic structure at the boundary was modelled after Refs31,32, based
on what was termed as IDB* (Figs. 4e, 4f). IDB* can be structurally described as a
simple IDB (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S9f) that has its inversion domain
translated half a unit cell away the [001]-direction. The twin grain boundary, on the
other hand, was modeled using a supercell consisting of two identical twin 1�10ð Þ grain
boundary. The two 1�10ð Þ twin boundaries are separated by 6 layers of ZnO (10.1 Å).
This model was a 20.2 Å 3 3.2Å 3 15.9 Å supercell and the k points that were
generated with a 1 3 8 3 2 grid. The formation energy of two-dimensional (2D)
defects was calculated by using: EF~1=2 E{Ebulkð Þ

�
A, where E is the total energy of

the supercell containing two such defects, Ebulk the total energy of the corresponding
perfect supercell with no defects and A is the cross-sectional area of the defect. Bulk
ZnO with and without VO was modeled using supercells consisting of 33332 unit
cells, and k points were generated with a 33332 grid.

In our calculation, the formation energy of a point defect i in neutral state was
calculated by using: Ef ~Ed

tot{E0
totz

P

i
nimi , where Ed

tot is the total energy of the

supercell with defects, E0
tot the total energy of the corresponding perfect supercell, ni

the number of atoms removed, and mi the chemical potential of the corresponding
atom. The actual chemical potential mi depends on experimental growth conditions

and ranges from Zn-rich conditions to O-rich conditions. In extreme O-rich
condition, mO is given by the energy of O in an O2 molecule while in extreme Zn-rich
condition, mZn is given by the energy of Zn in bulk hcp zinc. In this study, mO in O-rich
condition was used as the reference and was set as the upper bound of mO at 0 eV. In
addition, for Zn and O particle reservoirs to be at thermodynamic equilibrium with
bulk ZnO, the following condition has to be satisfied as well: mZnzmO~EZnO , where
EZnO is the energy of ZnO. This set the lower bound of mO to be at 23.04 eV, which is
the heat of formation of ZnO. Our calculated lattice parameters agreed very well
with experimental results. For pure ZnO, the computed lattice parameters of
a 5 b 5 3.29 Å, c 5 5.29 Å.
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